
Grab This Idea – Pre-Stamped Loyalty
How can you use this idea in your business?

Joseph Nunes and Xavier Dreze conducted an experiment once. They roped in a local car wash to allow them to
conduct their experiment. Nunes and Dreze gave away 300 loyalty cards to the car wash buyers. The customers
are told that every time they come for their car wash, one of the boxes on the loyalty card would be stamped.
When all the boxes are stamped, the customer would receive a free car wash.

Here is the twist. 150 of the 300 cards Nunes and Dreze gave away had 8 boxes on it. Buyers would require 8
stamps to get their free car wash.

The other 150 cards had 10 boxes on it. But 2 of the 10 boxes were already stamped. These 150 buyers would
require 8 stamps to get their free car wash too.

Both the groups needed 8 more stamps. But the 2nd group was already on its way to complete their card with
20% boxes already pre-stamped!

After several months, Nunes and Dreze ended the program and started sifting through the data. Here are the
results.

 Out of all the people who had received the 8-box cards, 19% made enough trips back to the car wash to
claim their free car wash.

 But - 34% of the 2nd group of 10-box card made enough trips back to the car wash to claim their free
car wash! What’s more, the 2nd group took less time to complete their 8th purchase, taking an average
of 2.9 fewer days between visits to the car wash!

Action Summary:

 Loyalty cards are a great way to keep people coming back to you instead of going to your competition.

 But you can make your loyalty program even better by giving a head start to all your participants.

 People will put in more effort to complete an incomplete task than to start on a new task.
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